INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

RNA metabolism in land plant mitochondria and chloroplasts depends on nuclear-encoded RNA binding proteins (RBPs). These RBPs are involved in RNA editing, splicing and post-transcriptional end processing of organellar RNAs. All of these steps are required for proper mitochondrial respiration and chloroplast photosynthesis ([@B1],[@B2]).

The genomes of mitochondria and chloroplasts encode gene expression machinery components adjacent to genes encoding proteins for respiration and photosynthesis, respectively. Transcription initiation and termination in these organelles is relaxed, allowing the vast majority of their chromosomes to be transcribed. This includes genomic regions with no known function, including antisense strands of genes, which give rise to transcripts that are rapidly degraded in wild-type plants ([@B3]--[@B5]). Degradation in plant organelles is carried out by a number of nuclear-encoded RNases ([@B6],[@B7]). A reduction in the level of such RNases, for example the exonucleases polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase) or RNase II (RNR1), leads to an accumulation of presumably non-functional RNAs ([@B4]). Moreover, many mRNAs are not correctly processed at their 3′-end in PNPase-deficient and RNR1-deficient plants ([@B3],[@B8]--[@B9]). This suggests that organellar RNases are non-specific safeguards against the accumulation of aberrant, unwanted transcripts. How then do functional mRNAs and other stably accumulating RNA species escape degradation by organellar exonucleases?

Recent work on selected chloroplast RBPs suggests an emerging model for RNA stabilization in plant organelles ([@B10]). According to this model, helical-hairpin-repeat proteins bind tightly to specific sequences in untranslated regions (UTRs) of mRNAs and thus act as roadblocks against both 5′-to-3′ and 3′-to-5′ exonucleases ([@B11]). In cases where an RBP binds to an internal UTR of a polycistronic transcript, two different products of degradation are found: one corresponds to the upstream cistron, the other corresponds to the downstream cistron ([@B10]). These two mRNAs overlap in a short area of only a few dozen nucleotides that represents the binding site of the RBP. This model suggests that rare endonucleolytic events in the upstream or downstream cistron create exonuclease-sensitive transcript ends that are degraded up to the position of the RBP. In cases where exonucleolytic degradation proceeds toward the RBP from both sides, only the RNA directly protected by the protein survives as an RBP footprint.

At present, this model is supported mostly by data from studies on chloroplast RNA metabolism. Several processed 5′- and 3′-ends of chloroplast mRNAs overlap with RBP binding sites ([@B10],[@B12]--[@B14]). However, in only a few cases have biochemical and/or genetic links been established between the presence of a small RNA (sRNA) and a chloroplast RBP. The founding example is the pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein PPR10, which is responsible for protection of the mRNAs *atpH* and *rpl33*, and leads to accumulation of sRNAs that correspond to its binding sites ([@B10],[@B14]--[@B15]). Similarly, the PPR protein HCF152 protects an sRNA fragment of the *psbH-petB* intergenic spacer and is required both for upstream and downstream mRNA protection ([@B13],[@B16]--[@B17]). CRP1 (chloroplast RNA processing 1) protects *petB* and *petD* mRNAs, and leaves behind a footprint of 29 nucleotides (nt) ([@B14]). HCF107, a half-a-tetratricopeptide (HAT) repeat protein, protects *psbB* and *psbH* mRNAs against exonucleolytic decay, also generating sRNAs ([@B14],[@B18]). This function is evolutionarily maintained in the Chlamydomonas ortholog, MBB1 ([@B12]). All proteins involved in generating sRNAs belong to the helical-hairpin-repeat superfamily of proteins. Members of this family are capable of binding RNAs with high specificity and high affinity. The genomic potential for further RBP-sRNA pairs is large. Most prominent in this regard is the PPR protein family, which is represented in land plants by several hundred members.

PPR proteins are involved in all organellar RNA processing steps, both in plastids and mitochondria ([@B11]). Only a subset of PPR proteins is believed to function as road-blocks against exonucleolytic degradation and thus eventually cause sRNA footprints. *In vitro*, PPR proteins can bind to sRNA fragments corresponding to their minimal binding site ([@B15]). Thus, sRNAs and cognate mRNAs could be competitors *in vivo* for their PPR protein ligands, highlighting a potential regulatory role of sRNA fragments. Such a regulatory role could be reflected in differential accumulation of sRNA in response to various signals. However, at present, no expression studies for small organellar RNAs are available.

How many PPR proteins and how many other helical-hairpin-repeat proteins will ultimately serve to end-protect organellar RNAs is unclear at present. However, recent transcriptome-wide studies might provide a clue about the number of sRNAs in chloroplasts. These studies have identified a large number of sRNAs in chloroplast UTR regions of Chlamydomonas, barley, maize, rice and Arabidopsis, pointing to a dominant and evolutionarily conserved role of protein-mediated protection of plastid transcripts ([@B12]--[@B14]). In mitochondria, similar global investigations are lacking, but recently, the PPR protein MTSF1 was shown to define the processed 3′-end of the mitochondrial mRNA, *nad4*. In an *mtsf1* mutant, *nad4* mRNA and a corresponding sRNA in the *nad4* UTR do not accumulate, likely owing to degradation from the 3′-end ([@B19]). A systematic and exhaustive analysis of sRNAs in mitochondria is needed as a prerequisite for defining RBP-sRNA pairs and thus understanding RNA stabilization and, potentially, RNA regulation. To date, however, the tools needed to rapidly and automatically mine short RNA-Seq datasets for RBP footprints have been lacking.

We established a bioinformatics pipeline termed sRNA miner to identify potential RBP footprints in plant RNA-Seq datasets. The clusters of reads identified by this software are representing such RBP footprints and are named here clustered organellar sRNAs (cosRNAs). Using this pipeline, we re-analyzed available sRNA-Seq datasets to identify cosRNAs that likely originate from mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes and possibly represent footprints of organelle-targeted RBPs. Similar to chloroplasts, mitochondria also contain a large number of cosRNAs, suggesting that RBPs help to stabilize transcripts and protect them against exonucleolytic decay. Unlike the case in chloroplasts, we found that cosRNAs accumulate at the majority of 3′-ends of mitochondrial mRNAs, but only at a minor fraction of processed 5′-ends. The latter appear to be generated differently in mitochondria.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Analysis of sRNA sequencing data {#SEC2-1}
--------------------------------

The sRNAs from *Arabidopsis thaliana* ecotype Columbia-0 analyzed here were extracted from previously established RNA sequencing libraries dedicated to nuclear siRNA analysis ([@B20]). Sequences were obtained from the sequence read archive at NCBI: SRA035939. We performed adapter and quality trimming using cutadapt ([@B21]) and mapped sRNA sequences to the Arabidopsis nuclear and organellar genomes (NCBI:JF729201, TAIR10; [@B22]) using Bowtie (version 1.1.1) ([@B23]) with the following parameters --a \--best \--strata --v 2. Using these settings, Bowtie reports all alignments with the highest score and a maximum of two mismatches. Read mappings were processed using SAMtools ([@B24]), and coverage graphs were extracted using BEDTools ([@B25]). Coverage graphs were visualized using the Integrated Genome Browser ([@B26]). The 5′ sharpness of cosRNAs that are positioned at 3′-ends of mitochondrial and plastid transcripts was calculated as the number of nucleotides required to decrease coverage from 80 to 10%. The 3′ sharpness of cosRNAs positioned at 5′-ends of mRNAs was calculated in an analogous manner.

Identification of cosRNAs using sRNA miner {#SEC2-2}
------------------------------------------

sRNA miner is implemented in R/Bioconductor ([@B27]), and is freely available at GitHub repository (<https://github.com/MolGen/sRNAminer>). The algorithm calculates alignment end density at every genome position in a strand- and end-type-specific manner from a mapping file in bam format. Maxima in a sliding 31-nt window are retained for the detection of dominant 5′- and 3′-ends. The algorithm tests for sharp ends at these maxima by dividing the number of ends in a window of ±1 nt of the maximum by the number of ends in a window of ±15 nt. The output of the software---cosRNAs detected---depends on a user-defined threshold, set at 0.75 for the dataset used in this study. The software also allows filtering by the number of read ends at the positions of maxima. This parameter can be adjusted to allow cosRNAs expressed at low levels to be detected and to adjust for sequencing depth. The threshold for the dataset described in this study was set to 40 read ends. The software allows the detection of cosRNAs with both sharp 5′- and 3′-ends; however, less stringent settings, which require only one end to exceed the specified threshold, are also supported. This less stringent setting was applied for the detection of small organellar RNAs in this work. The corresponding 3′-end of a cosRNA for a sharp 5′-end is defined as the 3′-end maxima in a window of +15 to +50 from the obtained 5′-end. The 5′-ends for cosRNAs identified by a sharp 3′-end were detected in a similar manner.

sRNA mappings and identified cosRNAs are available at <https://www.molgen.hu-berlin.de/projects-jbrowse-athaliana.php>.

sRNA gel blot {#SEC2-3}
-------------

RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Scientific) and enrichment of low molecular weight RNA was carried out as described ([@B28]). sRNA gel blot hybridization was carried out as described previously ([@B12]). Sequences of DNA oligonucleotides used as probes are listed in Supplementary Table S3.

Rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------

Col-0 total RNA (2 μg) was ligated with 10 pmol of an adapter oligonucleotide (Supplementary Table S3) using T4 RNA ligase I (NEB). After phenol--chloroform extraction of RNA, cDNA was synthesized using Protoscript II reverse transcriptase (NEB) and an adapter-specific primer (Supplementary Table S3). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification was performed using primers given in Supplementary Table S3. PCR products were gel purified, ligated into the pJet1.2/blunt vector (Thermo Scientific) and sequenced.

RNase protection assay {#SEC2-5}
----------------------

Intact chloroplasts from 10-day-old maize seedlings were isolated as previously described ([@B29]). Preparation of stromal fractions, co-immunoprecipitation and isolation of nucleic acid were performed as described previously ([@B30]) using 5 μl of affinity-purified antibodies against PPR10 and PPR4 ([@B10],[@B31]). RNase protection assays were performed as described previously ([@B13]). Oligonucleotides used to generate the template for *in vitro* transcription are listed in Supplementary Table S3.

Statistical analysis {#SEC2-6}
--------------------

Values are expressed as means ± standard deviation (SD). The significance of differences in 5′- or 3′-end sharpness between mitochondrial and plastid cosRNAs (number of nucleotides needed to decrease sRNA coverage at the 5′- or 3′-end from 80 to 10%), were determined using two-tailed, unpaired Student\'s *t*-tests.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC3}
======================

Most 24-nt sRNAs that map to the mitochondrial genome map equally well to the nuclear genome {#SEC3-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify novel, small organellar RNAs in Arabidopsis that potentially represent footprints of RBPs, we aligned sRNA sequences from a previously published library to both nuclear and organellar genomes ([@B20]). The library contains RNAs size-selected (15--50 nt) from total RNA, and thus includes sequences derived from the two DNA-containing organelles. A total of 18 939 882 reads aligned with the chloroplast genome and 1 492 111 reads aligned with the mitochondrial genome, corresponding to 20.4 and 1.6% of all reads, respectively.

Typical nuclear-encoded sRNAs include miRNAs, siRNAs and derivatives that are in a size range of 21--24 nt ([@B32]). Indeed, an investigation of read lengths of sRNAs mapped to the nuclear genome revealed a peak in this size range (Supplementary Figure S1A). Chloroplast-mapped reads did not show this distribution (Supplementary Figure S1B). Instead, the length distribution showed a single peak at 22 nt, representing 4.5 million reads. Of these, 3.9 million reads corresponded to a single genomic location upstream of the *ndhB* gene, a location that coincides with the 5′-end of *ndhB* mRNA ([@B33]). The sequence of this cosRNA is not present in the nuclear or mitochondrial genome, suggesting that it is a genuine chloroplast product. The abundance of reads for this *ndhB* cosRNA exceeds read numbers of known abundant miRNAs like miR159a, for which 360 000 reads were found in the library investigated. It is also the most abundant cosRNA in our previous analysis ([@B13]). This cosRNA likely represents the footprint of the PPR protein CRR2, known to act on the 5′-UTR of *ndhB* to serve as an mRNA stabilizer ([@B33]).

In mitochondria, the distribution of mapped reads showed a bias toward sequences with a read length of 24 nt (Supplementary Figure S1C). This bias is specific to sRNAs that map to the mitochondrial genome and was not detected in mappings to the plastid genome (Supplementary Figure S1B). A total of 24-nt sRNAs, the most abundant class of sRNAs in plants, mostly represent siRNAs associated with heterochromatic regions in the nuclear genome ([@B32]). About 45% of sRNAs that we mapped to the mitochondrial genome mapped equally well to the nuclear genome. The sequenced Arabidopsi*s* nuclear genome ([@B22]) contains a recent insertion of large parts of the mitochondrial genome in the centromeric region of chromosome 2, a so-called numt (nuclear mitochondrial DNA; [@B34],[@B35]). In fact, this same centromeric region was previously reported to be associated mainly with sRNAs 24 nt in length ([@B36],[@B37]). We therefore conclude that 24-nt sRNAs that map to the mitochondrial genome are largely nuclear siRNAs involved in heterochromatin maintenance of mitochondrial DNA insertions in chromosome 2. Other numts are likely to add to the pool of 24-nt long siRNAs with mitochondrial sequences. In fact, since organellar gene transfer is an ongoing and frequent process ([@B38],[@B39]), any short RNA read could potentially map to a recent numt/nupt. Future efforts to sequence sRNAs isolated from purified mitochondria will help to unequivocally assign reads to this genome.

sRNA miner---a versatile tool for extracting clusters of organellar sRNAs from sRNA mappings {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our previous analysis of small organellar RNAs was purely based on read abundance ([@B13]). Here, we developed a bioinformatics pipeline to detect small organellar RNAs based on key characteristics, with the foremost being that they are short (\<50 nt) and have sharp ends. The pipeline thus allows the identification of defined clusters of sRNAs even in regions of higher background, resulting from random decay of abundant RNA species. Such random decay products dominate the mapping in some regions. We implemented software that uses these criteria to identify cosRNAs in RNA-Seq datasets starting from a mapped read file in bam format. The software, termed sRNA miner, allows for adjustment of the number of reads and sharpness of 5′- and 3′-ends, which proved instrumental in the detection process.

cosRNAs are located preferentially in intergenic regions in both chloroplasts and mitochondria {#SEC3-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using sRNA miner with the settings described in 'Materials and Methods' section, we identified a total of 229 cosRNAs in chloroplast genomes and investigated whether these cosRNAs were located in non-coding or coding regions, or in tRNA or rRNA genes (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The largest group of cosRNAs was found within non-coding regions, consistent with their presumptive biogenesis through RBPs binding to UTR sequences.

![Genomic location of cosRNAs identified using sRNA miner. cosRNAs identified using our sRNA miner algorithm were ascribed to organellar chromosome locations using the gene annotations from TAIR10 for the nuclear and the chloroplast chromosomes ([@B22]) and from (NCBI: JF729201) for the mitochondrial chromosome. Overlaps of cosRNAs with tRNA, rRNA or mRNA annotations were identified using BEDTools *intersect* in a strand-specific manner requiring a 50% overlap with the annotations ([@B25]). The abundance of individual cosRNAs is shown in a log10 scale and is also available in Supplementary Table S1. The percentage of reads found in the cosRNAs of the different categories with respect to all reads mapping to the respective organelle genome are indicated in the outer circle. The percentage of genome space occupied by the different categories is indicated in the inner circle. cosRNAs with a length of 24 nt, which likely represent nuclear siRNAs are indicated in orange (grey in print version). The graphs were produced using Circos ([@B40]).](gkw466fig1){#F1}

A considerable number of cosRNAs were also found in protein-coding regions, in both sense and antisense orientations. The chloroplast genome is relatively gene-dense. As a result, cosRNAs found inside coding regions could represent footprints of RBPs that bind the UTR sequence of an up- or downstream gene. We previously showed that a cosRNA in *psbC* overlaps with a processed transcript end of the downstream *psbD* ([@B13]). A similar situation is shown in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, where a cosRNA in *rpoB* is located just 70 nt upstream of *rpoC1*. cosRNAs identified in intergenic regions generally show higher accumulation levels than cosRNAs positioned antisense to coding regions: sense cosRNAs have a median read number of 1454 versus 290 reads for antisense cosRNAs (based on all mitochondrial and chloroplast intergenic and coding sequence (CDS) antisense cosRNAs shown in Supplementary Table S1, excluding the 24-nt long cosRNAs). If the cosRNAs antisense to chloroplast genes are indeed footprints of RBPs, then what is the reason for this binding? A large number of antisense transcripts accumulate in plastids ([@B4]) and antisense RNA can influence the processing of chloroplast RNAs ([@B41]--[@B43]). RBPs may be involved in stabilization of such antisense RNAs, but whether this is functionally relevant is unclear. Alternatively, these antisense RNAs may represent off-targets of RBPs, which could lead to the accumulation of non-functional antisense transcripts.

Two other classes of abundant cosRNAs found here are fragments of tRNAs and rRNAs. Such fragments have been described previously, but whether they are functional remains to be resolved ([@B44]). In case of tRNAs, most fragments identified are sense-oriented (50 of 57) and 42 of 57 share either the 5′- or 3′- end with their respective tRNA, suggesting that they are degradation products of mature tRNAs. These cosRNAs are heterogeneous in size and a majority terminates within the anticodon stem-loop of tRNAs, where endonucleolytic degradation is known to start. A further subgroup of cosRNAs is found immediately downstream of tRNAs, likely generated by the activity of RNase Z, an endonuclease that generates tRNA 3′ ends ([@B45]). Surprisingly, we also detected fragments that are antisense to tRNA genes and are thus not simple degradation products of abundant tRNAs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It is possible that RNAs antisense to tRNAs also fold into stable nuclease-resistant structures and therefore are captured in the library analyzed here.

A similar distribution of cosRNAs into different categories was seen for mitochondria. Again, of the 222 cosRNAs identified, the largest fraction was found in non-coding regions. In addition, a considerable number of cosRNAs were also found in coding regions, with several abundant cosRNAs in a sense orientation and few abundant cosRNAs in an antisense orientation. In contrast to the plastid sRNAs, mitochondria exhibit a bias toward sRNAs 24 nt in length (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As discussed above, many of these likely represent abundant siRNAs of nuclear origin.

In total, 77% of the reads that map to the chloroplast genome are found within the detected cosRNAs. In mitochondria, 27% of the reads are located in cosRNAs. The cosRNAs identified for the two organelles could serve as an excellent database for the computational prediction of RNA targets of PPR proteins using the recently described PPR code ([@B46]). The sRNA mappings and identified cosRNAs can be viewed online at <https://www.molgen.hu-berlin.de/projects-jbrowse-athaliana.php>.

Mitochondrial cosRNAs overlap with previously mapped 3′-ends of transcripts {#SEC3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plastid cosRNAs have been shown to overlap with transcript ends that are created post-transcriptionally, including both 5′- and 3′-ends of mRNAs ([@B13],[@B14]). For mitochondria, we observed a strong overlap of cosRNAs with previously mapped 3′-ends of mitochondrial transcripts ([@B47]). Of the 27 described 3′-ends of mitochondrial transcripts, 15 were associated with cosRNAs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We also observed high coverage of reads for an additional four mRNA 3′ termini (*ccmF~C~, cob, rps4 and cox3*), but the algorithm did not detect these as cosRNAs because 5′- and 3′-ends were not well defined.

###### cosRNAs coinciding with mitochondrial transcript ends

  ---------------------
  ![](gkw466tbl1.jpg)
  ---------------------

It was recently shown that the PPR protein MTSF1 is indispensable for the stabilization and correct 3′-end processing of *nad4* mRNA. *In vitro*, MTSF1 binds to the last 20 nt of the 3′-UTR of *nad4* mRNA. A cosRNA that is also present in our dataset (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) is missing in the corresponding mutants, indicating that the cosRNA is the footprint of MTSF1 ([@B19]). Similar to MTSF1, other RBPs could stabilize mRNAs that accumulate cosRNAs at their 3′-ends (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The large number of cosRNAs at 3′-ends points to a dominant role of protein-mediated protection of 3′-ends in plant mitochondria. Such proteins will be nuclear-encoded and are interesting candidates for the post-transcriptional adjustment of mRNA levels. Little is known about the mechanisms of mitochondrial gene regulation in plants. However, it is clear that steady state levels of mRNAs do not correspond well with their respective transcription rates ([@B50]), arguing for regulation at later steps of gene expression. In chloroplasts of the green alga *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*, RBPs like MCA1 can be rate limiting for transcript accumulation ([@B51]). There will also likely be rate-limiting factors among the multitude of RBPs predicted here to mediate mitochondrial transcript stabilization in higher plants.

Another asset of the cosRNA analysis is that it allows for the prediction of additional transcript ends in mitochondria. A case in point is the cosRNA in the intergenic region of *rpl2* and *mttB* (M216 in Supplementary Table S1). This cosRNA predicts the existence of a monocistronic form of *rpl2*. To address this, we mapped transcript ends of *rpl2* by rapid amplification of cDNA ends. Indeed, 3′-ends of *rpl2* overlap with the identified cosRNA (Supplementary Figure S2). Moreover, recent RNA gel blot analyses showed that two spliced *rpl2* transcript forms exist in Arabidopsis ([@B52]), with the shorter one possibly being monocistronic. This example demonstrates that in general, mitochondrial cosRNAs in intergenic regions are predictive of transcript ends, potentially uncovering novel functional transcription units.

cosRNAs coincide with 5′-ends of mRNAs in chloroplasts, but rarely do so in mitochondria {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was previously shown that chloroplast cosRNAs overlap with 5′-ends of mRNAs ([@B13],[@B14]). Mitochondrial transcripts usually harbor multiple distinct processed 5′-ends ([@B47]). In our analysis, only a minority of mitochondrial 5′-ends overlapped with cosRNAs (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, bottom)---a striking contrast to the overlap we observed at 3′-ends. Even though PPR proteins have been implicated in the generation of certain 5′ termini in mitochondrial transcripts ([@B53]--[@B55]), none of these PPR-dependent 5′-termini overlapped with a cosRNA. This suggests that this specific subset of PPR proteins may fulfill its function in 5′ processing by only transiently attaching to its RNA target, and thus fail to produce a footprint, a role quite different from that of its PPR10-like relatives in the chloroplast.

Among the cosRNAs that co-localize with 5′-ends is one that protects *rps4* mRNA. This is the second-most abundant of all cosRNAs that map to the mitochondrial genome (Supplementary Table S1). It has been proposed that this end is generated by RNase Z, which is suggested to recognize a tRNA-like element immediately upstream of the *rps4* 5′-end ([@B47]). This processed 5′-end of *rps4* mRNA is located at position +2 in the coding sequence. Therefore, mRNAs with this particular 5′-end lack a complete start codon ([@B47]); however, it is possible that an alternative start codon is used for *rps4*. Indeed, the start codon in non-brassicaceae is located 13 codons downstream of the annotated Arabidopsis start codon ([@B56]). In Arabidopsis, a UUG codon encoding leucine is found at this position (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). UUG codons have been identified as alternate start codons in both bacteria and mitochondria ([@B57],[@B58]); thus, the true start codon for Arabidopsis *rps4* is likely the UUG codon at position +39 of the processed end. This finding emphasizes once more that cosRNAs are useful tools for defining the physical boundaries of RNAs within plant organellar transcriptomes.

Defined 3′-ends versus relaxed 5′-ends of mitochondrial cosRNAs positioned at mRNA 3′-ends {#SEC3-6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A hallmark of chloroplast cosRNAs is the sharpness of their termini ([@B13]), which are generated by the activity of exonucleases ([@B15],[@B16]). This can be visualized by displaying the RNA sequencing coverage for individual cosRNAs, as shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} for two exemplary cosRNAs of each organelle located at 3′-ends of mRNAs known to accumulate in organelles. All four cosRNAs have sharper 3′-ends than 5′-ends. In addition, the 5′-ends of chloroplast cosRNAs appear much sharper than those of mitochondria. To quantify the 'sharpness' of cosRNA 5′-ends, we determined the number of nucleotides needed to decrease cosRNA coverage at the 5′-end from 80 to 10% (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We applied this to all 16 mitochondrial cosRNAs that coincide with described 3′-termini of mRNAs (Supplementary Figure S4), including the two mitochondrial cosRNAs shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. For comparison with chloroplasts, we included all cosRNAs that overlap described 3′-ends of plastid transcripts (Supplementary Figure S4).

![5′-ends of mitochondrial cosRNAs at transcript 3′-ends are loosely defined. Comparison of selected cosRNAs from mitochondria (**A**) and plastids (**B**) associated with 3′-ends of mRNAs. cosRNA coverage is plotted against genome position. The decrease in cosRNA coverage at the 5′-end was measured as the number of nucleotides needed to decrease maximal coverage from 80 to 10% (dashed lines). See text for comparisons of additional cosRNAs.](gkw466fig2){#F2}

The nine cosRNAs from plastids on average needed 4 ± 8 nt to decrease coverage from 80 to 10%. In contrast, mitochondrial cosRNAs required an average of 14 ± 6 nt, a highly significant difference (*P* = 0.007; two-tailed unpaired Student\'s *t*-test). Thus, cosRNAs in mitochondria display a different, less stringent maturation of their 5′-ends than chloroplast cosRNAs. We performed an analogous analysis of 3′ 'sharpness' of cosRNAs positioned at mRNA 5′-ends (Supplementary Figure S5) and could not detected a significant difference.

Sharpening the 5′-ends of multiple RNAs requires a non-specific 5′-to-3′ exonuclease activity. An RNase J with such activity has been detected experimentally in plastids, where it contributes to degradation of spurious RNAs in chloroplasts ([@B5]). No such activity has been found in mitochondria, and we assume that mitochondrial endonucleases from RNase H and RNase P families ([@B6]) generate the observed loose 5′-ends of cosRNAs. The absence of a 5′-to-3′ exonuclease activity in mitochondria might explain the low abundance of cosRNAs in the 5′-UTR of mitochondrial RNAs, since no protection by RBPs is needed. Furthermore, the absence of a 5′-to-3′ exonuclease activity might explain the dramatic phenotype of mitochondrial PNPase mutants compared to chloroplast PNPase mutants ([@B8],[@B59]). If PNPase is the only, or only major, exonuclease in mitochondria, its loss could lead to over-accumulation of transcripts that are detrimental for gene expression, for example because of base-pairings with mRNAs. In chloroplasts, the loss of PNPase can be partially compensated by RNase J, an alternative that is lacking in mitochondria.

In sum, the lack of defined 5′-ends of mitochondrial cosRNAs is indicative of the absence of a major 5′-to-3′ exonuclease in plant mitochondria.

cosRNAs longer than 30 nt accumulate in mitochondria and chloroplasts {#SEC3-7}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Accumulation of chloroplast cosRNAs has been demonstrated in several organisms by high-throughput RNA sequencing ([@B12]--[@B14],[@B44]), and we have added further to this analysis by performing RNA gel blot hybridizations (Supplementary Figure S3). In the case of mitochondrial cosRNAs, only the MTSF1 footprint has been experimentally verified. Thus, to confirm the data from the RNA-Seq analysis, we analyzed selected mitochondrial cosRNAs by RNA gel blot hybridization. A cosRNA that overlaps with the processed 5′-end of *rps4* was detected at the expected size of ∼35 nt (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of another cosRNA with a size of 45 nt located at the 3′-end of *cox1* mRNA also confirms the RNA-Seq data.

![Novel, 'long' organellar sRNAs detected in mitochondria and plastids. (**A**) Two mitochondrial cosRNAs, *cox1* 3′ and *rps4* 5′, detected by RNA gel blot analysis (upper panel). Total RNA (10 μg), low-molecular-weight (LMW) RNA and high-molecular-weight (HMW) RNA were run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and detected using ^32^P-end-labeled oligonucleotide probes after transfer to a nylon membrane. Hybridization signals of the expected size are marked by arrowheads. The asterisk marks a potential 5′-extended form of the cosRNA. sRNA coverage for the respective genome regions is shown below the RNA gel blot images. The *cox1* 3′-end and *rps4* 5′-end ([@B47]), are indicated by arrows. The annotated *rps4* start codon is shown in bold and shaded. A potential alternate start codon at a conserved position is underlined. (**B**) sRNA coverage for two newly identified cosRNAs (indicated by arrows) upstream of *rpoC1* and downstream of *rps7* is shown on the left. The cosRNAs were detected by RNA gel blot analysis (show on right). Total RNA (10 μg) from 7-, 14- and 42-day-old plants was separated on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, and cosRNAs were detected as described in (A). Ethidium bromide staining of the gel before transfer, shown below the radiographs, served as a control for loading differences.](gkw466fig3){#F3}

The dataset we used for our analysis contains cosRNAs in the range of 15--50 nt. This enabled us to detect longer cosRNAs that escaped our earlier analysis ([@B13]). Our current sRNA miner analysis revealed several chloroplast and mitochondrial cosRNAs between 28 and 50 nt, (Supplementary Table S1). The two mitochondrial cosRNAs shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are cases in point. We also tested two longer plastid cosRNAs, upstream of *rpoC1* in the *rpoB* gene and downstream of the *rps7* open reading frame. Signals of the predicted size were found in both cases (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The latter cosRNA overlapped with transcript ends we reported previously for *rps7*, but no cosRNA was identified in this earlier study owing to the size limitation of the library analyzed ([@B13]). How can such rather extended RNAs be generated? The prevailing model for the interaction of PPR proteins with RNAs posits that each repeat associates with one nucleotide ([@B11]). The PPR tracts described in Arabidopsis range from 2 to 26 repeats, with an average of 12 ([@B60]). Taking into account that nucleotides adjacent to binding sites will also not be fully accessible to nucleases for steric reasons ([@B9],[@B15],[@B18]), we have to assume a maximum of about 30 nt for the footprint of a single PPR protein. This size limit is breached by cosRNAs shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and additional cosRNAs shown in Supplementary Table S1. It is possible that nucleotides or stretches of nucleotides are looped out of the binding site, but remain protected ([@B61]). Such loops are in fact expected since steric constraints due to the superhelical nature of PPR proteins impose a physical size limit for consecutively bound nucleotides. This size limit may be in the range of only 9 nt ([@B46]). An alternative explanation for long footprints would be that several PPR proteins, or PPR proteins together with other RBPs, act as a larger complex to protect RNA. An example of this is a chloroplast RRM (RNA recognition motif) protein, which supports, but is not essential for, the accumulation of a footprint in the 3′-UTR of chloroplast *ndhF* mRNA ([@B30]). Also, recent reports that PPRs involved in editing interact with RRM-proteins and other factors suggest that larger protein complexes that assemble around a PPR may increase footprint size ([@B62],[@B63]).

We also considered the alternative explanation that these large cosRNAs are accumulating due to stable secondary structures that survive nuclease attack. Therefore, we calculated the free energy of all mitochondrial and chloroplast cosRNAs (Supplementary Table S1). Only three cosRNAs matched free energy values known from stem-loop structure known to be biologically relevant and resistant to nuclease activity ([@B64],[@B65]). This is preliminary evidence that the cosRNAs are not simply stabilized due to extensive RNA structure. Still, despite displaying typical characteristics of RBP-footprints, it cannot be excluded at present that such longer fragments are unprotected mRNA fragments that are generated by precise endonucleolytic action or transcription termination. It will be interesting to see whether even larger footprints can be retrieved using RNA sequencing libraries designed to capture RNA fragments above the 50-nt limit that defines the library used in the current study.

Chloroplast cosRNAs show development-dependent accumulation {#SEC3-8}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Many regulatory short RNAs show specific expression profiles, best exemplified by miRNAs in plants and many other organisms ([@B66]). cosRNAs generated by end-protective PPR proteins have to be considered degradation products without specific function. However, they could have a secondary role as regulators. Functions in *trans*, similar to miRNAs or bacterial sRNAs, or a role as a sink for the cognate RBP have been proposed ([@B13]). Experimental support for either of these functions is currently lacking. As an initial step toward a functional study of cosRNAs, we analyzed their accumulation during plant development by RNA gel blot analysis. First, different leaves were harvested from 32-day-old plants. Leaves from these plants were sampled according to their time of emergence and analyzed for the accumulation of cosRNAs (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Second, we harvested either the cotyledons or the first and second true leaves from plants of different age after germination and tested them using the same procedure (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For this analysis, we selected three cosRNAs for which the cognate RBP is known. The PPR proteins CRR2 and HCF152 are required for the accumulation of *ndhB* 5′ cosRNA and the cosRNA downstream of *psbH*, respectively (unpublished data and [@B13]). The HAT-protein HCF107 is linked to a cosRNA in the *psbH* 5′-UTR ([@B18]).

![Developmental and age-dependent accumulation of plastid cosRNAs. (**A**) True leaves of 32-day-old Arabidopsis plants were harvested according to their time of emergence and separated into five samples. Leaves 1 and 2 represent the first emerging leaves. Total RNA (10 μg) was separated on denaturing polyacrylamide gels, and RNA gel blots were performed using ^32^P-end-labeled oligonucleotide probes antisense to three cosRNAs representing footprints of the RNA binding proteins CRR2, HCF152 and HCF107. Ethidium bromide staining of the gel before transfer served as a control for equal loading. Sizes of marker oligonucleotides are indicated. (**B**) Analysis of cosRNAs during leaf aging in cotyledons and first true leaves. The day of harvest after sowing (d) is indicated for each sample. Oligoprobes used are the same as in (A).](gkw466fig4){#F4}

All three cosRNAs showed differential accumulation in different-aged leaves. The CRR2 footprint consisted of two isoforms that differ by only two nucleotides at their 3′-end. The two isoforms show a reciprocal pattern of leaf-age-dependent accumulation: the larger cosRNA accumulated early and declined during leaf aging, whereas the smaller one increased with increasing leaf age (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that there is a slow conversion of the large *ndhB* 5′ sRNA species into the small sRNA species, likely reflecting a slow nibbling away of the terminal nucleotides. For the *psbH* 3′ sRNA, accumulation increased in aging tissue and was most pronounced in the oldest leaves (leaf 1 + 2) of the 32-day-old plant (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) as well as 21-day-old cotyledons (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This trend of accumulation over time is consistent with continuous expression and decay of *psbH* mRNA, leading to a constant influx of sRNA. Whether these sRNAs are free or predominantly bound by their cognate PPR proteins is unclear at present. In any case, this would make for a formidable diversion of PPR proteins from their true target, the mRNAs.

One intriguing observation is that the two cosRNAs flanking *psbH* showed different patterns of accumulation in leaf development. Whereas *psbH* 3′ increased over time, *psbH* 5′ remained rather constant, with a slight peak accumulation in leaves no. 6--11 and in 10--14-day-old cotyledons (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the accumulation pattern during development of at least one of the two cosRNA species does not passively follow the accumulation of its cognate *psbH* mRNA. A possible explanation for the differences in accumulation would be differences in the degradation of the upstream *psbT* or downstream *petB* mRNAs. Alternatively, the stabilizing trans-factors HCF107 and HCF152 may exhibit differential availability during development, i.e. they could limit cosRNA accumulation depending on their own expression levels. If the amount of protective PPR proteins is limiting for cosRNA accumulation, cosRNA amounts would parallel PPR amounts. Of course, this would only be true if PPR proteins are able to associate with free cosRNAs, as they do with their target mRNAs.

PPR proteins associate with cosRNAs *in vivo* {#SEC3-9}
---------------------------------------------

An important question for understanding PPR proteins as well as cosRNAs is whether PPR proteins actually associate with cosRNAs *in vivo*. If so, cosRNAs could act as competitors for the mRNA targets of PPRs, and thus potentially have regulatory functions. At least *in vitro*, the PPR protein PPR10 from maize can bind to the cosRNA *atpH* ([@B15]). However, whether the concentration of target RNAs in such electrophoretic mobility shift assay studies is comparable to *in vivo* concentrations is questionable. Also, such an analysis does not represent the competitive situation that a PPR protein faces *in vivo*, where it could attach to polycistronic mRNAs, processed mRNAs or cosRNAs. To investigate the specific RNAs associated with maize PPR10, we coupled immunoprecipitation of PPR10--RNA complexes with RNase protection analyses. We investigated maize PPR10 since this protein is well understood in terms of its binding sites and footprint, has been studied *in vitro* and, most importantly, an antibody is available that works in immunoprecipitations ([@B10]). We used a radiolabeled probe for the RNase protection assay designed such that degradation leads to four different protected RNA fragments (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The protected fragments represent the polycistronic precursor, the two processed transcripts and the cosRNA.

![The RNA binding protein PPR10 associates with its footprint *in vivo*. (**A**) Schematic representation of the probe and protected fragments in the RNase protection assay used to identify RNAs associated with PPR10 *in vivo*. The sequence of the cosRNA upstream of *atpH* is highlighted ([@B10]). The probe used is shown as an arrow indicating the strand. A short artificial sequence at the 5′-end of the probe is not aligned with the chloroplast genome sequence. Protected fragments originating from hybridization with the different possible RNA species are shown with the position of radiolabeled uridines indicated. (**B**) RNase protection assay using total RNA from the first leaf of 10-day-old maize seedlings and RNAs co-precipitated with PPR10 from maize stroma. Total RNA (1 μg) and RNA isolated from supernatants were used. The same partial volumes as for supernatants were also used for pellet fractions. RNAs were hybridized at 42°C with a ^32^P-labeled antisense RNA, and non-hybridized regions of the probe were digested with a mixture of RNase A and RNase T1. Two end-labeled RNA oligonucleotides are included as size markers. Hybridization with yeast RNA controlled for probe integrity during the experiment (−RNase, 1:15 dilution) and self-protection of the probe (+RNase). Immunoprecipitation was performed using specific antibodies for PPR10 ([@B10]) and PPR4 ([@B31]), with the latter representing a non-specific control that precipitates an unrelated PPR protein.](gkw466fig5){#F5}

We used total RNA as a control to visualize the ratio of the four different transcripts potentially bound to PPR10. In this sample, the strongest signal was found for the fragment representing the processed *atpH* RNA, followed by the fragment for the cosRNA (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right). The probe is body-labeled; therefore, the shorter the degradation product, the less radioactivity is incorporated. This leads to an underestimation of the abundance of the fragment representing the cosRNA relative to longer fragments. Still, it is clear from this analysis that the cosRNA signal and signals for the other transcripts are within the same intensity range, which is supported by quantifications of the autoradiograph after correction for the numbers of radiolabeled U\'s in the protected fragments (Supplementary Figure S6). Thus, the cosRNA is not rare relative to its precursors. Importantly, the relative abundance of the cosRNA was also similar, if not increased in comparison to the precursor RNAs in the PPR10 immunoprecipitation pellet. By contrast, no *atpH* signal was observed in the control PPR4 immunoprecipitation pellet, demonstrating the specificity of the interaction of PPR10 with *atpH* mRNA.

This analysis demonstrates that PPR proteins can bind to cosRNAs *in vivo*. cosRNAs constitute a substantial amount of the total population of RNA ligands of PPR10. It follows that a considerable fraction of all PPR10 proteins present in the chloroplast is absorbed by cosRNAs and is thus not available to stabilize mRNAs. This finding has obvious implications for the function of PPR proteins involved in RNA stabilization. The plant must provide sufficient PPR protein to stabilize the processed mRNAs, but is also required to express additional PPR proteins to account for titration by cosRNAs. An important parameter in these considerations is the on/off rate of the PPR--RNA complexes. We assume that the association with cosRNA and mRNAs follows similar biophysical properties, but evidence for this is currently lacking. Alternatively, a higher affinity of the PPR protein for mRNAs than cosRNAs could ensure that all mRNAs are covered and cosRNAs remain as secondary targets. Such a preference, however, is not consistent with the finding that PPR proteins prefer linear, unstructured targets ([@B11]), which is a more likely conformation for a short-footprint RNA than for a long, convoluted mRNA.

The PPR10 footprint does not appear to be exceptional in any respect, and is of intermediate abundance compared with other cosRNAs identified here (Supplementary Table S1). Furthermore, many, if not most PPR proteins are expected to bind to several RNAs ([@B11]) and are thus expected to cause multiple footprints of related, but not identical sequence. Some of these targets will be biologically meaningful, while others could be off-targets. Thus, off-targets like the abundant antisense RNAs in chloroplasts or fragments of rRNAs and tRNAs with sequence homology to PPR binding sites would further contribute to titrating a PPR. The efficiency of titration would depend on the on/off-rate of a PPR protein--RNA pair. In sum, on the basis of these findings and considerations, we hypothesize here that cosRNAs could act as competitors with mRNAs for PPR proteins and related proteins. A future test of this hypothesis would be to overexpress the PPR10 footprint or other cosRNAs using a transplastomic approach and monitor the effect on cognate mRNA abundance. cosRNAs in plant organelles are just emerging as potential players in organellar gene regulation.

AVAILABILITY {#SEC4}
============

sRNA miner is implemented in R/Bioconductor ([@B27]), and is freely available at GitHub repository (<https://github.com/MolGen/sRNAminer>) for non-commercial use.
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